Cost for

The LCA Flex Program was created in an effort
to provide a blended learning model for our
students. This program welcomes children who
suffer from school anxiety, behavioral issues, or
academic issues to include grade recovery.
Ultimately, this model is intended to specifically
meet the needs of the individual student. I have seen
what can happen when we, as a brick and mortar
school, are intentional on working with students to
accommodate their different learning needs. Thus,
LCA Flex will allow students to explore the latest
opportunities in learning being offered both online
and in the classroom to help each student realize
their God-given potential. The experience is nothing
less than life changing. Welcome to LCA Flex.
Dr. John Patterson

LCA Tuition in addition to the
cost per credit for LUOA:
• $440 for one credit
• $220 for half credit
• $549 dual enrollment
along with a $250
administration fee.

“Flex does all the legwork
to set the student up for
success; registering for
classes, setting up the
computer, and most
importantly, providing
academic support for
online instruction.”

Superintendent, Liberty Christian Academy

Students who participate in FLEX may be
offered the opportunity to participate in LCA
extracurricular activities!

100 Mountain View Rd.
Lynchburg, VA 24502
434-592-4935
WWW.LCABULLDOGS.COM

[A Blended Learning Model]

Offers an Alternative
to Mainstream Schooling…
1.

Students
who require credit recovery.

2.

Students
who prefer online learning but need additional
academic support that online learning does not provide.

3.

Students
who suffer from school anxiety, minor behavioral
issues, or academic issues to include grade recovery
and need a more flexible educational opportunity.

4.

Students
who desire to take zero period LUOA classes to include
dual enrollment! This class will count as an LCA credit
(no academic support available).

THE

MISSION

Liberty Christian Academy Flex program exists
to support parents and guardians in their Biblical
responsibility to nurture and train their children.
Thus, LCA Flex provides opportunities which
allow students to learn in a blended learning
model as an alternative to mainstream schooling
to realize their God-given potential.

Meet Morgan,
this is her SUCCESS story!
Morgan chose LCA Flex because she
needed an alternative option for her
educational experience. She desired to
thrive in school and was able to make the
choice of joining the LCA Flex in order to
meet her needs.

FLEXibility and Freedom
The Flex program offers an alternative to
mainstream schooling. The Flex program
offers a blended learning model where
students may take some classes online
and some classes in a traditional school
setting (Liberty Christian Academy)
based on their individual need. Thus, the
LCA Flex program individualizes
education by offering a mixture of online
and traditional classes.

LCA Credit
The Flex program utilizes the Liberty
University Online Academy curriculum
(LUOA), but the LCA Flex program is
an LCA school. Thus, LCA Flex
students receive LCA credit.

The Flex program provides Morgan with a
unique schedule. She attends classes in the
LCA Flex program for the first two periods
of her schedule and then transitions to LCA
to complete her regular day schedule.
Morgan is in her second year in the LCA
Flex program and continues to excel in her
schoolwork. She says that the versatility of
the LCA Flex Program has supported her
efforts to develop as a successful student
and as a growing Christian.

Higher Standards
LCA Flex offers students opportunities unique to each student’s learning
situation. Students are accepted to the LCA Flex program on a very
specific case by case scenario and based on space available.

